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 ABSTRACT 
This exploration work proposed is plan and the 

manufacture of Automatic Beach Cleaning Robot. 

The work has done watching the current 

circumstance of our sea shores which are dump 

with center litters of soil and hampered with 

contaminations, poisonous materials, trash and so 

forth. By thinking about this, this machine has 

intended to wash sea shore surface.Most of the 

assembling cycle is being computerized for 

conveying the items at a quicker rate. Automation 

play a significant part underway.  

During this exploration work we've manufactured 

the waterway cleaning machine which is distant 

worked. The primary focal point of this 

examination work is to diminish the individual 

force, time utilization for cleaning the stream. 

During this exploration work we've done the 

robotization of the stream cleaning with the usage 

of engine and chain drive game plan. Here we are 

utilizing transmitter and recipient of RF type to 

direct the cleaning machine. PCs, pneumatics, 

mechanical technology, hydrodynamics, and so on, 

are utilized for Robotization. Among these sources, 

pneumatics utilized for minimal expense 

mechanization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Sea shores are the principle fascination of 

vacationers, for drawing in them the sea shore 

should be kept clean.People like to visit sea shores 

to invest energy with their families and companions 

in ends of the week. They visit to partake in the 

pleasantness of sun, sea and ocean.  

At any point gone for a drawn out walk on 

a sea shore, paid attention to the sprinkling of the 

dark blue ocean, seen the awesome verdure which 

lie on the sea shore, and unexpectedly, you trip and 

go over some garbage? Contamination removes all 

the pleasantness of our sea shores. Individuals hate 

to head out to the sea shores on ends of the week 

since they see the garbage sacks lying on the sand, 

cigarette butts covered inside the sand, and soft 

drink jars gliding inside the sea.  

Last year, almost 60% of 4,523 sea shores 

tried across us showed perilous contamination 

levels on at least eventually, predictable with a 

report delivered Tuesday by The not-for-profits 

Climate America Exploration and Strategy Center 

and Wilderness Gathering.  

Cleanup machine for Sea shore used in 

where there's trash of waste inside the water body 

which should be cleaned. For cleaning the sea 

shore, some cleaning machine should be utilized so 

we've thought of cleaning hardware which assists 

us with washing the sea shores in less contributing 

hours.  

To keep away from contamination and to diminish 

hurtful wastes,we are making an application called 

Automatic Beach Cleaning Robot. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The seaside region sea shores are primary 

fascination for the travel industry, so in drawing in 

vacationers, the sea shore should be kept clean. 

Indian sea shores will not be outlandish on the 

grounds that they're littered a considerable lot of 

the days.  

Sea shore contamination is any unsafe 

substances that taints our coasts, beginning from 

plastic, rubbish, and litter to sewage, pesticides and 

oils. Overabundance measures of regular 

substances like nitrogen and phosphorus from 

manures and creatures squander additionally are 

toxins.  

These are the premier apparent kinds of sea shore 

contamination. Litter like cigrette butts, food 

coverings and plastic jugs can basically be 

abandoned by beachgoers. This highlights a 

staggering effect on the climate and human 

wellbeing.  

Dirtied sea shore water makes swimmers 

debilitated and harms seaside economies, ailment 

identified with contaminated sea shore water 

incorporate gastroenteritis, skin rashes, pink eye, 

respiratory diseases. Moreover to wellbeing 
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impacts of dirtied sea shore water, there could 

likewise be profound monetary effects too. 

 

IMPLEMENTED SOLUTION 

This model is executed to dispose of trash, 

plastic packs, squander bottles and other garbage 

from sea shores and make them protected and clean. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of Automatic Beach 

Cleaning Robot. 

 
Here during this proposed Beach cleaner 

robot, we are going make a prototype of proposed 

robot which will be wont to clean beach area by 

picking waste from beach area to regulate the robot 

using Bluetooth from smartphone. The Bluetooth 

of smartphone is connected to Bluetooth HC 05 in 

beach cleaner robot, we will send commands for 

selecting waste, left, right , forward , backward, 

stop movement from smartphone . 

The motor are controlled by sending signal from 

Arduino nano microcontroller to motor driver for 

movements. The HC 05 Receives character from 

the smartphone, that are send to Arduino, from in 

code .The actual character has defined functions for 

movements, like for sending “F “ progress , 

sending “B “ Backward Motion , sending “S “ Stop 

Motion , sending “L “ Left Motion , sending “R 

“ Right Motion , sending “P “ Picking Motion , 

sending “D” dropping function. Thus, we will 

control the beach cleaner robot movements by 

assigned functions. 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram using Arduino nano. 

 

PROGRAMMING 
The Arduino Nano are frequently 

customized with the Arduino programming Select 

"Arduino Diecimila, Duemilanove, or Nano 

w/ATmega168" or "Arduino Duemilanove or Nano 

w/ATmega328" from The Apparatuses > Board 

menu (as indicated by the microcontroller on your 

board).  

The ATmega168 or ATmega328 on the Arduino 

Nano comes preburned with a Bootloader that 

licenses you to transfer new code there to without 

the usage of an outside equipment software 

engineer. It conveys utilizing the main STK500 

convention.  

You can likewise sidestep the bootloader 

and program. The microcontroller through the 

ICSP (In-Circuit Sequential Programming) header 

utilizing Arduino ISP or comparable. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

1.In todays Universe of time ,we require gifted 

specialists to work machines. Be that as it may, this 

Sea shore cleaner robot machine is direct to work. 

As prepared laborer isn't important to work the 

machine and our machine contain both physically 

and programmed working modes.  

2.The machine is climate cordial, since it's 

absolutely electrically determined, controlled by 

battery-powered full confined GEL batteries.  

3.It lessens human endeavors likewise simpler to 

utilize, in addition it's quiet, hearty and exact.  

4.By eliminating litter, undesirable ocean growth, 

skimming waste like containers, plastic jars, covers 

any very waste undesirable kelp and other garbage 

from the sea shore, districts and resorts are 

prepared to keep up with their sea shores with less 

contributed hours. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
Hence Automatic Beach Cleaning Robot 

is implemented successfully. It will help us to stay 

the beaches clean and save T and the ocean life 

from garbage pollution. This technique doesn't 

need more human labour. Also, this will reduce the 

direct contact of the human labour with the waste 

so there's no hazard for human labour. We 

concluded that the cleaning process of beaches 

must be upgraded with the newest engineering 

subsystem and most vital to form beaches safe, 

comfortable and visually pleasing for beach visitors 

using the technology.  
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